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Vacation time is near and school people are making plans for the three
months they will soon inherit for relaxation from school duties and from
the inquisitive minds of boys and girls.
Many teachers will desert their communities for college campuses both
in and out of state schools. This will be, perhaps, one of the largest enrollments for teachers in summer schools that has occurred in the past few
years. This increased enrollment is due in a large measure to the Foundation
School Program Bill being enacted in Texas, although teachers have always
shown an interest in improving themselves for their tasks ahead.
It is to be hoped that the colleges in the state will offer sufficient
courses in elementary education to meet the needs of the many teachers
who are endeavoring to qualify for teaching positions in the elementary
grades. Negro teachers will find it more difficult to meet these requirements
than any other group of teachers in Texas. The fact that there are no Teachers Colleges in Texas for Negroes creates this difficulty from which many
of the recent college graduates who have expressed the desire to teach have
not been able to overcome.

Our state schools and the private colleges in Texas have done an
excellent piece of work in training the teachers of Texas for the public
schools. In spite of the very fine job these colleges have done and are doing,
young people who are interested in making teaching their vocation should
be advised about the areas in which teachers are most needed. This counselling can be done best by the college advisers who are alert to the changing
demands in the field of education.

Special Committiees Report
At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the CTSA Saturday,
May 6 at Austin in the Blackshear School, progress reports were made by
F . R. Rice on NEA integration; President Joseph I. Rhoads on House Bill
No. 276; T. L. Holley on Adult Education; and Dr. John E . Cadwell on
Teacher Training Courses in Negro Colleges of Texas.
The work of each committee but one-Teacher Training Courses- is
the development of the recommendations made by Miss Ellie!'!--. Walls, past
president for 1949. It is through these committees that the Executive Committee hopes to achieve some of the association goals for the year. The committee on the study of Teacher Training Courses in Negro Colleges of Texas
was appointed by President Jacquet at the January meeting. Dr. Cadwell
announced that he plans a series of meetings during the summer months and
will have the list completed for the annual meeting in November 1950.

A familiar highway through East Texas
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Austin Public Schools
Austin. Texaa

Austin's expanding Home and
Family Life program provides educational opportunities for children
as well as adults. School chi191"en,
ages 6 to 12, whose parents are
gainfully employed, may enroll in
the Child Care Center.
The Child Care Center at Blackshear School is a cooperative project. PTA members, faculty, and
principal plan together for the success of the program. In picture 1,
Mr. F . R. Rice, principal, Blackshear Elementary School, Mrs. J. E.
Mosby, PTA President, Mrs. Lillian
Kerley, Teacher, Mrs. Mary Jane
Cleveland, and Mrs. Rebecca Edwards, Homeroom Mothers, and
Mrs. Florence Richey, City Supervisor, are shown in conference planning for group discussions, study
groups, home visits, and related
films to use in parent education
work. These plans are coordinated
with the Homemaking program in
the High Schools and the parent
education work done by the two
Home Counselors working in the
elementary school area.
The children may come to school
at 7: 30 a. m . and go directly to the
center. At 8: 30 they go to their
regular classes. When school is out
they report again to the Child Care
MAY-JUNE

Coordinated Bducation
•

Center. The teacher in charge is a
Home Economist with a B. S. degree. The responsibility of this
teacher is to provide for the children
under her care as near as possible
the true home situation. This means
an afternoon snack, (see picture
3), a rest period, and a play period.
At present over 20 children are
enrolled. The teacher carefully observes behavior problems, food
problems, clothing problems and has

many conferences with parents regarding the development of their
children. Mr. Lovey Hicks (see picture 2) is a student teacher in elementary education from Tillotson.
Other student teachers in homemaking as well as elementary education from Sam Houston and Tillotson observe and participate in the
Child Care Center. New Homemakers of America from Anderson
• Tum to Paqe Ten
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- - - UNITS IN AMERICAN HISTORY============
- - - - FIRST COURSE •.•
Harmon l. King
IN AMERICA-1600-1776

A. Unit Objective
I. To develop an understanding of our historical background and to learn how
the American family has become more and more interdependent.
B. Content Materials
I. The European Nations that
colonized America.
a. The Spanish settlements.
b. French settlements.
c. English settlements.
d. Other minor settlements.
II. The purpose for which they
came.
a. Wealth.
b. A new home.
c. Religious purposes.
Ill. The location of the thirteen
original colonies.
a. Where they settled.
b. Leaders in the colonies.
IV. The people the colonists
found in America.
a. The story of the Indians.
V. Life in the Colonies.
a. Religious influences.
b. Amusements.
c. Making a living in the
colonies.
d. Education.
e. Hardships experienced.
VI. Transportation and communication in the colonies.
a. By land and water.
VII. How the English colonies
gained supremacy in North
America.
a. Trouble with the French.
b. Expelling the French.
Ill. How the colonies progressed
under British Rule.
a. Increased population.
b. Gains through the Treaty
of Paris.
FOUR

IX. Trouble with the Mother
Country.
a. Why the quarrel.
b. The consequences of the
trouble.
X. War with Mother Country.
a. How the spirit of independence grew.
b. The declaration of independence.
c. Heroes of the colonies.
d. The United States.
C. Activities and experiences.
I. Make an outline map of
North America and locate
the thirteen original States.
II. Make a scrapbook on colonial life, using pictures from
magazines, newspapers or
colonial sketches.
Ill. Dramatize a schoolroom lesson as you imagine it would
be in colonial life.
IV. Prepare a pageant on colonial life and present it.
V . Have students to bring pictures showing colonial costumes.
VI. Dramatize the Peace Treaty
between Penn and the Indians.
VII. Compare life in the colonies
with ours.
VIII. Compare colonial methods of
communication with modern methods.
UNIT TWO : HOW THE
COLONISTS UNITED TO
FORM A NATION-1770-1850

A. Unit Objective
I. To develop an understanding of the factors surrounding our nation's birth and its
democratic development.
B . Contents
I. How the colonists were gov-

erned under British rule.
a. Subject to the British
Throne.
b. Subject to Governors.
II. The need for unity of the
colonies.
a. Protection at home.
b. Protection from abroad.
III. The unity of the colonies.
a. The first Continental
Congress, 1774.
b. T h e
Declaration
of
Rights.
IV. Breaking away from the
Mother Country.
a. The appeal to arms.
b. War with the Mother
Country.
V. Declaring independence.
a. The Articles of Confederation.
b. The weakness of the first
union.
VI. The establishing of a strong
government.
a. A more perfect union.
b. The great compromise.
VII. The drafting of our present
constitution.
a. The three branches of
the national government.
c. The twelve arruhendments.
VIII. Political development.
a. The Federalists (later
the Republicans).
b. The Anti - Federalists
(later the Democrats).
IX. Democracy triumphs over
conservatism.
a. The defeat of the Federalists.
b. The Jeffersonian period.
C. Activities and experiences.
I. Read the lives of some of
our early national heroes.
II. Dramatize the first continenTEXAS STANDARD
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tal congress.
III. Use a map to locate the first
continental congress.
IV. Dramatize the first Thanksgiving.

V. Have someone tell the story
of Paul Revere.
VI. Have a class discussion on
how the Constitution protects us today.
VII. Find out how the Constitution can be changed.
VIII. Compare the early modes of
transportation and communication with modern methods.
IX. Have a class discussion on
how we benefit from the
contributions made by our
forefathers.
UNIT THREE: HOW OUR
NATION EXPANDED AND
MADE PROGRES~1850-1890

A. Unit Objective
I. To develop an understanding of some of the problems
of our nation's expansion
and general improvements.
B. Content
II. The westward movement.
a. The Louisiana Purchase.
b. The importance of the
Mississippi River.
III. Fixing and extending our
boundaries.
a. The Monroe Doctrine.
b. Our Northern boundary.
c. The purchase of Florida.
d. The Texas problem.
IV. The slave problem.
a. Crusader against slavery.
Editor's Note

The units in American History
were prepared by Mr. King at
Colorado University in the course
Secondary School · Curriculum.
The units will be useful to teachers
of American History who are trying to vitalize and enrich the
teaching of the co?Lrse in history.
The author is principal of a senior
school at Fort Worth.

MAY-JUNE
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b. Disagreement between
North and South.
V. The War between the states.
a. The Union.
b. The Confederates.
VI. The end of the war.
a. Victory for the Union.
b. The emancipation of
slaves.
VII. Reconstruction period.
a. Making the nation one
again.
b. How the war affected
the constitution.
VIII. Other additions.
a. The Pacific coast.
b. Alaska.
IX. Industrial Development.
a. Factories, transportation
and communication.
b. Utilizing a wealth of resources.
C. Activities and Experiences
I. Read stories on frontier life.
II. Make a map and trace trails
of Daniel Boone.
III. Have a forum on the slave
question.
IV. Discuss the application of
the Monroe Doctrine in the
present.
V. Set up a class government
patterned after our national government.
VI. Point out some possibilities
of avoiding the civil war.
VII. Locate on a map the states
that join the Confederacy.
VIII. Draw a map and show where
most of our natural resources lie.
SOURCE UNIT ...
COLONIAL LIFE IN
AMERICA 1600-1776
A. Objectives of the Unit
I. General Objectives.
a. To develop and understanding of our historical
background and to learn
how the American family
has become more and
more interdependent.
II. Specific Objectives.

a. Learn the factors that
lead to colonization.
b. To develop a desire to
cooperate with others
and to exercise self-control.
c. To apply historical data
to improve our lives.
d. To learn how history
helps to interpret the
present and the future.
e. To understand that our
society is in a state of
constant change.
f. To develop the ability to
analyze, interpret, and
evaluate historical information.
g. To develop skills in using maps, charts, graphs,
and books to find meanings.
h. To develop a desire to
participate and contribute to social and political life.
i. To develop an appreciation for the contribution
made by our forefathers.
j. To develop a belief in
equality of opportunity
for all people.
III. Possible Pupil Purposes.
a. Respect for the daring
courage of the colonists.
b. Develop a wider reading
interest.
c. To develop respect for
the heroes of the colonial
period.
d. Criticisms of M i 1 e s
Standish's courtship.
e. Loyalty to group action.
f. To understand the value
of working together.
g. ·To learn the value of
wise leadership.
h. To receive a unit for
graduation.
B. Content Material.
I. The European nation that
colonized North America
and where they settled.
•
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MUSIC IN THE BOOKER T. WASHINGTON HIGH SCHOO
WICIDTA FALLS, TEXAS
The Booker T. Washington High
ool ~ichita Falls. Texas is the
second high school between Fort
\\ orth and Amarillo. Texas, a radius
of 366 miles. Of the total 80,000
population, approximately 7 000 are
1egroes. while 1,000 comprise the
school census of which 766 students
are enrolled in the 1st through the
12th grades.
With the four departments all
located on one campus our problems
are somewhat peculiar to those
schools which have only one department on its allotted campus. But
the Principal, C. Emerson Jackson,
along with a Vice-Principal, J . A.
Jackson twenty-four teachers and
one clerk are trying to combat any
problems that might and will arise.
A strong music department can
assist in that wise. So what are

BY GWENDOLYN Mc:DONALD JACKSON

the music offerings in the Washington School?
Music is begun in the Primary
Department with Mrs. Stephen L.
Neal, A. B. Wiley College, as Coordinator. She, with the assistance of
six other primary co-workers guide
the music destination of 251 primary
pupils. While Mrs. Neal is also a
primary home room teacher, she
conducts six classes per week for
the three grades. Rhythmic activities, singing, folk dancing and an
operetta constitutes the class and
department program. In the meantime, some type of music activity
is carried on in each home room.
The assembly through the semester
gives impetus to definite appreciation and listening programs as well

as demonstrations from the oth
three departments, and music f
assembly programs are rehear
outside formal class. There, too,
a group called the Primary Sing
organized by Mrs. M. K. Curry J
A. B. Spellmen, M. S. Atlanta U
versity of some seven years ag
former primary teacher. Within
last , three years Miss He
Cheatham, A. B. Texas College
continuously presented them in c
cert. Nate the variety in the p
gram.

The Fifth Annual Appearance
of the

PRIMARY SINGERS
Washington School Auditoriu
PROGRAMME

Song of the Seasons ............Bohemian Folk
Prayer
Primary Singers
Humming Bird................ .. .............. Tyrolese M
Cuckoo Clock ............................Hebrew Folk
Primary Singers
Billy Boy ........................................................ Folk
The Boys Soloist-H. C. Black
Oh, Dear! What Can the Matter Be .... Folk
The Girls Soloist- Joyce Wright
How D 'ye Do My Partner
Singing .and Action
Five Couples
Heel and Toe ..........From "Hansel and Gr
Two Couples
Oats-Peas- Beans ....... Singing and Action
I Had a Cat...
....... Barnyard
The Primary Singers
A Merry Comrade ........................... .
Balloon Song .......................... .
Lullaby and Good Night ...

Music in the Intermediate
partment of two 4th and 5th gra
each, and 124 students is under
direction of Mrs. Metra John
A. B. Tillotson College. Four fo
departmental music classes co
ing of theory, rhythmic activi
and singing are held daily. Ag
the assembly affords apprecia
and listening programs and m
for assembly programs are
The Booker T. Washington Band on Parade
SIX
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Pictured above is the Booker T. Washington Blue Flash, below are the drummers of
the Blue Flash.
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* * *
The writer had the pleasure of
attending two outstanding affairs in
Houston, Texas. One sponsored by
the Houston Classroom Teachers
and Principals Association on the
occasion of its Second Annual Fellowship Banquet. The food was delicious, the setting was beautiful and
impressive with a host of friendly
teachers and principals looking toward affiliation with the National
Education Association. Mrs. Lullelia
W. Harrison, the popular president
of the local association, made an
urgent plea for unity in the profession. " We need an organized voice
to call the attention of the citizenry
to the need of the teachers and the
profession."
The other was a banquet equally
impressive given by the Future
Teachers of America Chapter of the
Texas State University for Negroes,
under the able leadership of Mrs.
Elneita Stewart, with the cooperation of President O'Hara Lanier.
This is the only chapter of its
kind in Texas. It is composed of
three ideas: (1) That the future belongs to youth and is full of hope,
opportunity and promise for those
who prepare themselves for it, (2)
Teachers are builders of civilization
and (3) America is peculiarly the
home and the future of the teacher.
This is tangible evidence of some
definite progress in the promotion
of Local Associations and F. T. A.
Chaptel's.
One of the purposes of our promotional activities is to encourage
the sponsorship of Local Teachers
Associations and the organization of
F. T. A. Chapters in High Schools
and Colleges.
We have been asked to suggest a
plan for organization of Local Associations. The best information that
we have to offer is the NEA Handbook for Local, State and National
EIGHT
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By F. R. Rice

Associations. This handbook suggests that the actual organization of
the local association should be planned and carried out within each
community by its own members. It
is essential that one person or one
group of interested persons take the
initiative in working out the preliminary plans for organization.
The following outlines of general
procedure is suggested as an aid in
planning the details:
Preliminary Steps
Call an informal conference of
those teachers who are particularly
interested.
( 1) Discuss reasons for organizing.
(2) Decide upon two or three objectives toward which to
work.
(3) Decide which type of local
association will best fill the
needs of the community and
ascertain the educational aims
and needs of the local group.
(4) Select a temporary chairman
and a temporary secretary to
serve until a permanent organization is effected.
(5) Appoint a committee to prepare a brief report. Set forth
the main purposes for organizing. Show the proposed objectives which may be accomplished more easily thru united effort than thru individuals
working separately, and draw
up a plan of organization.
(6) Outline ways and means of
informing the profession and
the lay public about the proposed association.
(a) AH teachers and administrators should be informed about the proposal and be given the op-

*

portunity to see the need
for organization and the
benefits to be derived
from it.
(b) Some suggested means of
spreading
information
are: Small informal group
meetings; attractive letters and bulletins; telephone calls; personal contacts.
( c) The entire community
should be acquainted with
the desirability and the
organization plans of the
proposed association. Use
should be made of: press,
radio, bulletins, personal
contacts.
(7) Set a date for a general mass
meeting:
(a) This may be a dinner
meeting, including other
entertainment, i f t h e
group so desires.
(b) Good speakers, local and
statewide, should be secured to talk on such
topics as: the need for
local organization; the
values of organizing to
the local educators, as
well as to education in
general; value of affiliation with state and national association; a comparative study of education with the other professions.
Hold a preliminary general mass
meeting.
(1) The temporary chairman, as
leader, should open the meeting and tell of the steps taken
up to that point.
(2) The report of the committee
on the purposes of organizing
should be given.
•
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ABOUT EDUCATION
Television and School Grades
According to a survey made by
teachers in the Abraham Clark High
School, Roselle, New Jersey, televsiio tawnhcnig ih ETAOIN UN N
vision watching has reduced the
grades of students in this school by
more than fifteen per cent. The
study was a comparative analysis
of two groups of twenty-five students with approximately the same
I. Q. Those who did not have television sets in their homes had grades
that averaged nineteen per cent
above the grades of those who possessed sets.

By Dr. John E. Codwell

"There is no constitutional right
to be a teacher any more than there
is to be a public official or a member of any of the professions. No
one has a constitutional right to advocate the overthrow of the government by force or violence."

Bills Pending in Congress That Are
Important for Education
1. H. R. 1551 (School Construction Boll). This bill sponsored
by Wingate L. Lucas (D. Texas) provides $300,000,000 in
grants in aid to the states and
another $300,000,000 in R. F.
C. loans at 2 ½ pe rcent interT-w o Major Concenrs Face Delegates
est
rate.
to N. E. A. Meeting in July
2. H. R. 7940. Sponsored by ConDelegates to thr National Educagressman Cleveland M . Bailey
tion Association will vote upon the
(D. W. Va.) , the bill authorfollowing two major amendments
izes
federal funds to the extent
when they convene in St. Louis,
of
about
$25,000,000 per annum
July 3rd td July 7th:
for meeting current school
1. ,.Choosing as a site for the N.
costs in war-impacted school
E. A. meeting only those cities
districts.
,. 7 where there is no discrimina3.
H
. R. 8113. Also sponsored by
tory housing, feeding, and seatCongressman
Bailey, this bill
ing of Negro N. E. A. memprovides
approximately
$160,bers;
000,000 in federal aid to assist
2. A provision that no person
these war-impacted school disshall be admitted or continued
tricts in the construction of
as an N. E. A. member who is
necessary school buildings.
a member of the Communist
4.
H. R. 5939 (Burke Bill). This
Party.
bill, probably the most important of the pending federal aid
Feinberg Law Constitutional Accordto education legislation, proing to Appellate Division Ruling
vides for federal aid as a subsidy to public school teachers'
In ruling that the Feinberg law
salaries.
is constitutional, the court of the
state of New York declared that
5. S. 6:>6. This bill was first sponsored by Senator Morse of Orebarring Communists from teaching
gon but is now under the sponin the public schools is well within
sorship of several senators of
the police powers of the state. The
both parties. It proposes to esattorneys for the teachers plan to
tablish a national board of educarry the case to the U.S. Supreme
cation.
Court.
6. S. 1411. (The School Health
Justice Christopher Hefferman, in
Services Act). This bill sets
an op1mon regarding the suit
up a direct federal-local admin.brought by the teachers, said:
MAY-JUNE

istration to provide health services to pupils in sectarian
schools where states do n ot
provide these services.
7. S. 110 and H. 1380. These bills
propose to create a special system of extensive education for
labor. Opposition to these bills
is based on two major factors :
(1) The bill provides for both
federal and state administration; (2) The bill would grant
federal support, to the extent
of 75 per cent of cost to poorly
defined courses in almost any
sort of public or private institution that could get approval
of non-educational state administrative agencies.
8. H. R. 5577. This bill is designed
to broaden the federal program
of vocational rehabilitation.
9. H. R. 3095. This bill proposes
to create an independent agency for vocationoal rehabilitation.
10. H. R. 6000. As originally introduced this bill provides that
public employees who are in
positions covered by state or
local retirement systems may
elect to come under the Social
Security Act by a two-thirds
majority of those voting.

DO YOU NEED
TEACHERS?
Let Us Fill Your Need
ABSOLUTELY NO COST
To Anyone ·

Qualified Teachers
Elementary and Secondary

Write Us Your Needs-

Your CTSA
Secretary-Treasurer

Box 325
Fort Worth, Texas
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Meeting the Community
•Continued from Page Three

High and Kealing Junior High help
with snacks and excursioru. These
girls learn how to care for children
aged from 6 to 12.
The excellent care provided for
children of working mothers makes
for better family relations since
mothers on the job are not worried
about the whereabouts of their children.
ELEMENTARY CHILD CARE
CENTER OBJECTIVES FOR
BLACKSHEAR SCHOOL

1. Aid the child in making satisfactory social adjustme·nts with
their associates. Encourage the
child in learning to:
a. Take an active part in group
play; to assume leadership

DARD

when the need is indicated
and to remain as a harmon- 2.
ious part of the group when
it isn't.
b. Share the toys, equipment
and teacher's time with the
others in the group.
c. Take-up for one's self both
verbally and physically.
d. Respect the property, personal rights and feeling of
their playmates.
e. Make honest satisfactory adjustments to failure and success in play and work. Face
facts as they actually exist.
f. Accept criticism and corrections from the supervisor with
the attitude that it is for their
own benefit.
g. Become accepted and well adjusted members in their

groups.
Encourage the child in understanding the importance of a
healthy body and a well mind.
a. Aid the child in learning proper hygiene procedures, such
as washing hands before and
after eating meals (refreshments in this case), as well
as after going to the restroom.
b. Encourage proper training of
their minds along the lines
of good nutrition for the
healthy body and mind. This
is usually brought up around
refreshment time as well as
later when ice cream purchases are strongly discouraged so as not to ruin their
dinner.
c. The importance of proper
clothing in relation to com-

TEXAS STANDARD
fort and keeping well is
stressed. Sweaters and coats
are worn on cold and windy
days as well as proper rain
attire on wet days before going outside.
d. Simple hygiene measures
such as the proper use of a
handkerchief in blowing one's
nose, sneezing, and coughing
for the prevention of spreading germs to others is pointed
out. Immediate care of injuries such as cuts and
scrapes to help keep infections
from setting in.
e. Active play in the fresh air
and sunshine is encouraged
by
supervised
organized
games on the pretty days. This
is also true for the free play
periods.
f. Urged to tell the supervisor
if they do not feel well enough
to play.
. Aid the child in developing any
creative artistic abilities that
might be present.
a. There is a free choice of art
work with supervision and
personal instructions available when requested. (Clay
modeling, drawing and coloring, cutting and pasting etc.)
b. Supervised handicraft projects encourage the learning
of simple leathercraft, woodwork etc.
Encourage the children to have
the feeling of responsibility for
the condition of as well as keeping up with their possessions.
i. e. books, coats, lunch-kits,
toys etc. Also, the responsibility
of following faithfully and accurately instructions given to
them from their parents and
their teachers.
Provide daily conferences with
parents concerning child development.
Make frequent home visits.
Provide a laboratory for homemaking students to study de-

velopment of children from 6 to
12.
I. Suggested Program
A. Afternoons, Monday through
Friday, 2: 15-5: 30 p. m.
1. Warm sunny weather.
2. Cold dry weather.
3. Wet weather.
B. Mornings, Monday through
Friday, 7: 30-8: 30 a. m .
C. Saturday mornings, 7: 30 a.
m.-12: 30 noon.
II. Miscellaneous Information
A. Equipment used by Child
Care Center children.
B. Types of handicraft.
C. Hall bulletin board.
D. Home visits.

3: 30-3: 45

WARM SUNNY WEATHER

3: 45-4: 00

P . M.
2: 15-2: 20

2: 20-2: 30

2: 30-3: 00

3: 00

Teacher puts her things
away and gets out any
outdoor equipment needed.
(kickball, ropes,
etc.)
1st and 2nd grade children come into the
lunchroom, where the
Center is held, put their
books, coats, lunch kits,
etc., away. The 2nd
graders then go out to
play. The 1st grade children go outside to another teacher on the
playground. There are
about twelve in each
group.
Free play. In small
groups of this age the
boys and girls prefer to
divide, separate and play
in small groups of
their own making. Organized play with this
number and age group
has proved very unsuccessful in the past.
The
second
graders
leave the lower terrace
and join the other teacher's group in the lunchroom for refreshments,
handicraft, games and

3: 00-3: 30

3: 45

4: 00-4: 45

4: 45-5: 30

5: 30

stories.
Older group of children
(3rd through 6th grade
play organized games
with
supervision.)
"Blacktom, Blacktom,
Blacktom," Dodge ball,
Run sheep run.
Boys and girls line up
in separate lines and
march into the restroom
and clean up for refreshments.
The younger group go
outside for organized
play while the older
group go into the lunchroom for refreshments.
Refreshments are served by the maid with the
help of the line leaders
chosen by alphabet and
general good conduct.
All stay seated until refreshments are finished
and room is in order.
Children have free
c h o i c e of activity.
Handicraft (supervised)
Indoor games, Stories by
the teacher.
Older
group
leaves
lunchroom, goes out to
playground and join the .
younger group for free
play until their parents
come.
Lock Center, building,
and sign out,

COLD DRY WEATHER
(Monday-Friday)
P. M.
2: 15-2: 20 Teacher puts her thµigs
qWay and puts out the
indoor equipment.
Checkers
Clay
Colored Beads
Crayolas and Paper
Pencils and Rulers
Puzzles
Funnybooks
Library Books, Etc.
•
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2: 20-2: 30

2: 30-3: 00

3: 00-3: 15

3: 15-3: 30

1st and 2nd grade children come to the lunchroom, put their things
away and choose their
activity from the above
selection and get setteled.
Both groups of younger
children play together
with free choice of selection of activities. Handicraft available for those
wanting it.
Older
group
comes
down to Center, puts
their coats, books, etc.,
away, sit down quietly
and wait for refreshments to be served.
Refreshments are served, eaten and cleared
away.

3: 30-4: 00

4: 00-4: 30

4:30-5:00

TWELVE

Older girls (or boys as
the case may be) are
allowed to go outside
and play. These are supervised by one or the
other of the teachers,
according to the situation. The other children
remaining inside, continue with handicraft,
games, silent reading,
etc.

5: 00-5: 30

Larger boys ( or girls, as
the case may be. They
alternate from one day
to the next as to who is
going out first) go outside for free play. Supervisors usually alternate,
according to the situation. During this time
the other children continue with handicraft
and what they were doing.
One of the supervisors
usually reads stories to
the younger children
while the others continue with what they
were doing-under the
direction of the other
supervisor.

RAINY WEATHER

5: 30

All the children remaining in the Center help
to straighten up the
room for the following
morning. The supplies
are left out over night
and the lunch room is
locked up. Parents are
picking up children all
during this time.
Lock up Center, building an dsign out.

3: 00-3: 15

The older group joins
the younger group in the
Center, put their things
away and sit quietly for
refreshments to be serv-

ed.
3: 15-3: 30

3: 30-4: 30

4: 30-5: 00

Refreshments are served, eaten and cleared
away.
Free choice of activities
with supervised handicraft.
One of the supervisors
reads stories to the
younger children and
those who want to hear
it. Others continue with
what they were doing
under superv1s1on of
other teacher.
All children remaining,
help to straighten up
room for the next morning. Mothers pick up
children all during this
time.
Lock the Center,. building, and sign out.

(Monday-Friday)
P. M.
2: 15-2: 20 Teacher puts her things
away and gets out the
supplies and arranges
them before the children
come down from their 5: 00-5: 30
classes.
2: 20-2: 30 1st and 2nd graders
come to the Center, put
their things away and
choose their activity.
5: 30
2: 30-3: 00 Both of the younger .
groups are under the direction of both super- MORNINGS
(Monday-Friday)
visors. They start on
their current handicraft, A. M.
art, games, reading mat- 7: 30-7: 35 Sign in, unlock Center,
ter, etc.
• Tum to Page Fifteen
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Music in High School
•

Condnued hom Page Seven

hearsed during the regular music
period. A feature of the department
for the the last three years has been
the instrumental song flute given
to the sixty 5th grade pupils which
serves as a stimulant for the oncoming 6th grade students to transfer to the junior band. Their activities have included class, assembly, P. T. A. and Christmas performances. The Second and Third
Book of Songs by Foresman is used
as a partial text. This department
culminates its year's activity by
presenting an annual operetta.
The Junior High Department, the
6th, 7th and 8th grades of 202
students are directed by Mrs. L. C.
Thomas, B. S. Bishop College. Five
classes daily include theory, sight
singing, folk dancing, rhythmic activities with the accompainment of
music blocks. The Junior High

DARD

Chorus of 64 mixed voices of 3-part
harmony from the 7th and 8th
grades provided music on Thursday
for the Pre-Easter 11: 00 o'clock
religious service of the Junior-Senior
Assembly.
The state adopted texts Singing
• out and Music Everywhere along
with Steck's Music Workbook are
used for class text books.
The Senior High Department
climaxes the music program of the
Washington School. Public school
music as suggested by the State
Bulletin, instrumental music, and
choral music are offered. The first
two courses are offered by Mrs.
C. Emerson Jackson, Mus. B. in
Piano, and M. S. Instrumentation
while the chorus is conducted by
Mrs. L. C. Thomas. Of the five high
school home rooms of 171 students,
three formal classes, daily, in public school music are taught including
theory and singing. These classes,

for the most part, make and collect
their teaching devices especially
from the visual aid standpoint. The
current periodical literature is more
prevalent and useful than is the
limited collection of music text
books .
The Instrumental Department includes students from the 6th through
the 12th grades. Some 46 and 18
students comprise the advanced and
beginners' band respectively. The
classes which meet daily for one
hour include in their activities music during football season, football
out-of-town trips, banquet music,
marches for parades and lodges,
State Fair performances, State Band
Contest, and an annual concert.
The Blue FLash of Booker T. is
the sister organization of the Band
used for its color and prowess in
marching and drilling. The two units
wear 16 oz. medium blue wool whip• Tum to Page Nineteen

Pictured below are the Drum Major and Majorettes of the Booker ·T. Washington
High School,
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PACTS ABOUT EDUCATION
Bv TOHN E. CODWELL

HAS RELIGIOUS. CONTROVERSY
Kn.LED THE PROPOSED
FEDERAL AID TO
EDUCATION
BILL?

Recent defeat of the Kennedy
Amendment together with a previous rejection of the new Barden bill
is "handwriting on the wall" that no
federal school aid bill will be passed
in this session of the Congress. As
hope fades for appropriation of operating expenses for public schools
through federal subsidy, there is
some talk of an effort to have this
Congress pass a school construction
bill.

EDUCATIONAL LEADERS PLAN
WORLD CONFEDERATION
OF TEACHING
PROFESSION
According to Dr. William F. Russell, President of Teachers College,
Columbia University, educational
leaders in America and abroad have
approved plans to form the first
world teachers' organization, which
will have members in every country
Russia and its satellite na-

EDUCATION- A STATE
FUNCTION
Putting into practice the philosophy that "education is a function
of the state" seven states now provide direct state assistance for school
construction. When the Virginia
legislature recently voted $45,000,000 for school buildings, Virginia
joined
California,
Connecticut,
Maryland, Massachusetts, North
Carolina, and West Virginia in providing state subsidy for public
school construction.

IDEAL CLASS SIZE
According to a poll of teachers
made by the U. S. Office of EducaFOURTEEN

tion, the ideal class is 25 pupils.
Teachers feel, however, that social
studies classes could be larger than
either English or mathematics
classes.

EQUALIZATION OF TEACHERS'
SALARIES IN MISSISSIPPI
It is predicted that a start toward
equalization of salaries of white and
Negro teachers will be made this
year in Mississippi. A bill already
passed by the upper house of the
state legislature would create a specific fund of $3,000,000 to give supplemental pay to Negro teachers at
the estimated rate of $250 each per
year. Other funds of $2,000,000 and
$1,000,000 were set aside in the bill
to improve Negro school buildings
and Negro transportation, respectively. The Mississippi Education
Association, however, has called for
a total of $11,600,000 to improve
Negro education.

TEXAS CONSOLIDATES
SCHOOL DISTRICTS
On September 1, 1948 the State
of Texas had 4,412 legally operating
school districts. On February 1,
1950 the number of school districts
in the Lone Star State was 2,730.
Obviously the resultant of the recently enacted Foundation School
Program Bill, the movement toward
forming larger administrative units
is still on, and by September, 1950,
the total number of districts may
well be cut in half.

ONE MILLION NEW STUDENTS FORECAST FOR NEXT YEAR
U. S. Commissioner of Education,
Earl J. McGrath, states that "one
million more children than are enrolled today will be enrolled in the
elementary schools next year, and
even those startling figures do not
tell the whole story."
Commissioner McGrath feels that,
assuming a 30 pupil-per-teacher
load, we will need about 350,000

Austin Teachers Entertain
Austin local Teachers Association
held their Annual Fellowship Saturday, May 6, and had as their
guests of honor the Executive Committee of the CTSA. The Committee
was honored with breakfast by the
teachers of Austin.
The Austin teachers are one
among the few groups who have
adopted the unified membership
plan - local, state, and national
membership.

*

* *

Chairman of Finance
Carl J. Hines, principal of B. F.
Darrell, Dallas, was appointed chairman of Finance Committee of the
CTSA. Working on the committee
with Mr. Hines will be Miss Ellie A.
Walls, c);iairman of the Executive
Committee of CTSA, Houston; and
G. C. Meridith, principal of Dunbar
High School, Temple. As chairman
of the Finance Committee, Mr. Hines
takes over the duties of Mr. W. L . D .
Johnson, Sr., who has capably filled
this post for the past four years as
a member of the Executive Committee.

additional teachers by 1960 to take
care of the increased enrollment at
this time.

DR. RHOADS - UNITED COLLEGE
FUND DRIVE SPEAKER
Dr. J. J. Rhoads, President of
Bishop College, and a member of
Executive Committee of the State
Teachers Association, spoke to the
workers in the Houston, Texas area
of the United Negro College Fund
Drive at their kick-off meeting at
Antioch Baptist Church on April
14, 1950. As usual, Dr. Rhoads'
enthusiasm and plea for a job well
done inspired all those in attendance.
TEXAS STANDARD
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Meeting the Community
• Continued from Page Twelve

,

put things away and get
settled.
7: 35-8: 25 As children arrive check
children's throats and
hands for rash or sores,
etc. After they have
been checked they have
free choice of selection
of activity. No handicraft during this period
because of lack of time.
Sometimes a story during the last 30 minutes.
8: 25-8: 30 Children help put supplies away and strighten
the Center. They get
their coats, books, lunch
kits, etc. and sit down
and wait for the bell to
ring.
8: 30-8: 35 Lock supplies and finish straightening up.
SATURDAY MORNINGS

(7: 30-12:30)
A. M.
· 7: 00-7: 35 Sign in, unlock Center,
put things away and get
settled.
·I 7: 35-9: 00 Check children's throats
as they arrive. If it is a
sunny and warm day
they play outside at free
play. If a wet day they
stay inside.
9: 00-10: 30 Fairy stories over the
'
radio at this time.
,
T hey can do quiet
1
1
1
pay (cay, co oring,
etc.) while the stories
are going on.)
10: 30-11: 00 Refreshments
are
served, eaten a n d
cleared away - no
maid service, so it is a
slower process and
takes more time.
11: 00-12: 00 If it is a · warm day
they have free outdoor play. The Saturday group is too
small for organized
play. Usually from six

l
I
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12: 00-12: 30

12: 30

to twelve children
present.
The lunchroom is
straightened with the
help of the remaining
children. Supplies are
left out on the tables
for use on Monday
morning. Parents are
picking up children all
during this time.
Lock Center, building,
and sign out.

EQUIPMENT USED BY
CHILD CARE CENTER
Outdoors
Kickballs
Baseball and Bat
Ropes
Indoors
Plastic Clay
Checkers and Checker Boards
Colored Beads to String
Jigsaw Puzzles
Library Books
Comic Books (Chosen by Super•
visor)
Wooden Blocks and Tinker Toys
Crayolas, Drawing Paper, Hectographed Pictures, Rulers, Scissors, Pencils, Old Magazines to
Cut Up, etc.
Note: Handicraft supplies are not
listed here.
TYPES OF HANDICRAFT

Units in History
•

Continued from Page Five

a. Spanish settlements.
1. New Mexico.
2. Texas.
b. French settlements.
1. Canada.
2. Louisiana.
c. English settlements.
1. Along the Atlantic
coast.
d. Other minor nations.
II. The purpose for which they
come to America.
a. Spanish purpose.
1. Wealth.
b. French purpose.
1. To secure wealth.
c. English purposes.
1. Wealth.
2. To find a new home.
3. For religious freedom.
d. Other minor nations.
1. Wealth was the major
interest.
III. The location of the thirteen
original English colonies
and point out their leaders.
a. The settlement of Virginia by the London
•

Turn lo Next Page

"Hot pad holders" are on display
and next week I have a collection
of flower pictures to give the hall
an illusion of Spring.
HOME VISITS

Leather coin purses.
Hot pad holders out of paper
plates ( decorated, set tougether
and lacquered.)
Cooper wire figures.
Christmas cards, Valentines, Easter cards, Mother's Day cards,
etc.
A book of handicraft suggestions.

Home visits are made to the
homes of all the children enrolled
in the center. These are made on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 7 to 9 p. m. Appointments
for these visits are made the 'weekend before and only two for each
night.

HALL BULLETIN BOARD
Every Saturday morning the bulletin board in the main hall is
changed. The better pieces of "art,"
done through the week, are saved
for this purpose. The children and
their parents seem to enjoy the
board quite a bit. · Currently the

The visits are summarized on the
regular Child Care Center Home
Visit Report blank and turned into
the principal. The principal reads
them, sends them to the homeroom
teacher, and then files them in the
permanent records of each child in
the school files.
FIFTEEN
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Company.
1. John Smith's contribution.
b. The settlement of Massachusetts by the Plymouth Company.
1. The Plymouth colony.
(a) William Bradford.
2. Massachussetts Bay
colony.
c. The settlement of the
New Netherlands by the
Dutch (later New
York.)
I. Peter Stuyvesant
d. Pennsylvania settlement.
1. William Penn.
a. Quakers influence.
e. New Jersey settlement.
1. Lord Baskley.
2. Sir George Carveret.
f. The settling of the Carolinas.
1. The Lord Proprietors.
2. The division between
North
and
South
Carolina.
g. Maryland settlement.
1. Lord Baltimore.
h. Rhode Island.
1. Roger Williams.
i. Connecticut.
1. John Oldham.
2. William Pyncheon.
j. Delaware.
1. Settled by Swedes.
2. Later became Dutch.
3. Later English.
k. Georgia settlement.
1. James Oglethorpe.
2. Trouble with the Spanish.
IV. The people the colonist found
in America.
a. The story of the Indians.
1. From
where
they
came.
2. Folk ways of the Indians.
3. Other characteristics.
V. Life in the colonies.
a. Religious influences.
1. New England meeting
house.
SIXTEEN

2. Quaker meetings.
3. Established church in
the south.
b. Amusements in the colonies.
1. Dominated by religious activities.
c. Making a living.
1. Natural resources.
2. Industrial
development.
3. Agriculture.
d. Education.
1. Simple.
2. Religious domination.
3. The use of the home
as a school.
4. Sample
one
room
building.
e. Lordship experienced by
the colonists.
L Climatic conditions.
2. Problem of food and
shelter.
3. Indian raids.
VI. Transportation and communication in the colonies.
a. By land and water.
1. On foot.
2. Pony Express.
3. Boats.
4. Ships.
VII. How the English colonies organized supremacy in North
America.
a. Trouble with the French.
1. Strength and weakness of the French.
2. Assistance given by
the Indians.
b. Expelling of the French.
1. War with the French.
(a) Victory for the
English.
(1) Wolfe.
(2) Montcalm.
2. The struggle for the
Ohio valley.
VIII. How the colonies progressed
under British rules.
a. Increased populations.
1. Majority Englishmen.
2. Germans.
3. Dutch.
4. Scotish-lrish.

b. Gains from the treaty of
Paris, 1763.
1. How it affected the
colonies.
2. A great empire.
c. Pioneers west of the Allegheny mountains.
1. The westward movement.
(a) Daniel Boone explorations.
(1) Kentucky.
(b) James
Robinson
and John Sevier.
(1) Tennessee.
•I X. Trouble with the Mother
Country.
a. Why the quarrel.
1. Trade regulations.
2. Navigation acts.
3. Taxation without representation.
4. Steps toward united
action.
(a) The first continental congress.
b. The consequences of the
trouble.
1. An appeal to arms.
(a) Patrick Henry.
2. Lexington and Concord.
(a) Paul Revere's ride.
X. War with the Mother Country.
a. How the spirit of independence grew.
b. The declaration of independence.
c. The outcome of the war.
1. Victory for the colonists.
2. France aids the Americans.
d. Heroes of the American
colonies.
1. George Washington.
(a) Commander and
chief.
2. Making peace.
e. The United States of
America.
C. Activities and Experiences
I . Make an outline map of
North America; locate the
TEXAS STANDARD
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thirteen original colonies.
II. Make a scrapbook on colonial life; use pictures from
magazines, newspapers or
make colonial sketches.
III. Dramatize a schoolroom lesson as you imagine it would
have been in a colonial
school.
V. Bring to class pictures that
will illustrate the costumes
in New England, the Quakers, the Dutch and others.
VI. Dramatize the Peace Treaty
between William Penn and
the Indians.
VII. What did Paul Revere think
about when he made his
famous ride? Ask children
would they have been willing to do as he did.
VIII. Plan a class debate on the
subject:
a. Were the Indians mistreated?
b. Were the colonists right
in fighting the Mother
Country?
IX. Compare transportation and
communication in colonial'
times with that in our times.
X. Dramatize the Mayflower
Compact.
XI. Read the lives of American
heroes.
D. Methods and Techniques of
Teaching
I. Use of audio visual aids.
a. Show a movie on colonial
life.
b. Discuss pictures, slides
and newspaper clippings
on colonial life.
II. Make a field trip to the museums to read original documents.
III. Panel discussions on problems of colonial life.
IV. Class discussions, debates,
oral and written reports.
V. Questions and answer techniques.
VI. Blackboard demonstrations.
VII. Lectures by the teachers.
MAY-JUNE

VIII. Group projects within the
class.
IX. The use of a visiting speaker
well versed on colonial life.
X. The asking of thought provoking questions that require critical thinking.
E. Evaluation
I. Observation technique.
II. Paper and pencil test.
a. Objective.
1. True-false.
2. Completion.
3. Multiple choice.
4. Matching.
b. Subjective.
1. Essay.
III. Oral test.
IV. Use of oral and written reports.
V. Interviews.
VI. Achievement test.
VII. Self appraisal.
F. Bibliography
1. Casver, Mable B., Fabriel,
Ralph H., The Rise of American Democracy, (pp. 3-182) ,
New York-Brace Company.
1938
2. Harlow, Ralph V., Story of
America, (pp. 52-76), New
York-Henry Holt and Company. 1937
3. Hughes, R. 0., The Making of
Our United States, (New Edition)
(Textbook for the
course) New York - Allen
and Bacon Company. 1943
4. Lawson, Melvin F., Lawson,
V. K., Our America Today
· and Yesterday, (pp. 3-65),
New York-Heath and Company. 1947
5. McClure, H. C., Yarbrough,
W. H., Mead, Ben C., The
United States of America,
(pp. 15-242), Chicago-Laidlaw Brothers Company. 1938
6. McGuire, Edna, Portwood,
Thomas, The Rise of Our
Free Nation, (pp. 59-91),
New York-The MacMillan
Company. 1946
7. Martin, Maude C., Cooper,
Clyd~ E., The United States

Mn. Velma Stewart

With the long summer days
stretching ahead one thinks of reading that is recreational- that is unless you're one of those erudites
who must rush away-to set at the
"feet of the learned." Even you have
your small moments.
So we suggest as our first relaxing title Louis Field Cooper's "The
Boys From Sharon." The boys actually are quite charming and the reading therefort delightful. It's the story
of how two young visitors, twelve
and eight, upset the cart and keep
completely frustrated a socially
prominent college-town family .
The family consists of the widow
Fanning, formidable and dominating, financially stable, head of the
family ; her brother and his daughter, family parasites; and the two
maids, Anna and Catherine. Anna
the Swedish maid, is the only one of
•

8.

9.

10.

11.

Continued on Next Page

at Work, (pp. 1-44) , New
York-Heath and Company.
1938
Moon, Glenn, Story of Our
Land and People, (pp. 3-127) ,
New York-Holt and Company. 1938
Backer, C., Webb, Charles,
The Building of Our Nation,
(pp. 1-150) , Boston-Row
Peterson and Company. 1937
Earle, Alice M., Home Life in
Colonial Days, (pp. 1-120) ,
New York-MacMillan Company. 1928
Magazines, newspapers and
other current materials.
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The Book Shelf
•
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the household who is able to cope
with the situation, for she knows
how to meet the children on their
own level. This forced vacation from
school, because their mother needed rest, is wittily called by the boy
a "hollow day," and they are not
too far from wrong. That so much
could possibly happen in one week
is unbelievable. Miss Cooper adroitly exhibits a gallery of fine portraits
interwoven in the antics of these
captivating and irresistable boys.
Harper, $2.75.
Another book that is revealing as
wel~ as relaxing is the extraordinary
story of the life of Monica Baldwin,
niece of England's former Prime
Minister, Stanley Baldwin.
Against the advice of family and
friends Miss Baldwin entered a
Catholic convent and for twentyeight years lived as a ·contemplative
nun. When the first ten of these
years passed Miss Baldwin realized
that she was a "dreamy romantic
woman" and not the devoted soul
who could become the reverent
lover of God.
Before her committment as novice,
she had been brought up in the
English aristocracy - "which concept of society became a part of her
consciousness". Even as a child she
cared more for places than people
and was totally impervious to any
other need but her own. All of this,
her wilful determination to become
a nun, and her attempts to fit into
secular society after 28 years of the
seclusive life of the convent, she
tells in her autobiographical story,
"I Leap Over the Wall." Rinehart,
$3.00.
"Jubilee Trail" by Gwen Bristow,
has reached the 1950 "best seller"
list. For a light romantic novel read
this dramatic story of Garnet Cameron, pampered darling of Eastern
society, who leaves the security and
wealth of her New York home, together with Florinda, singer and
EIGHTEEN
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cross the continent to the then unknown regions of California on the
fabulous Jubilee Trail.
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well. It's the kind of American story
that everybody is talking about.
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THE l. l. CAMPBELL ENRICHMENT
PROGRAM
MRS. THELMA TIMMONS

The Austin Public Schools operate on a ten months basis with
the tenth month devoted to several
different phases of work other than
regular classroom teaching.
At Campbell School the tenth
month of the 1949 term was devoted
to an enrichment program.
Theme: Moving Toward New
Goals; Fun While Learning.
PHILOSOPHY: An elementary
school enrichment program
should seek to recognize the
basic needs and interests of
pupils. It should seek to meet
these needs of offering opportunity for developmental experiences through natural productive and constructive activities with meaningful cumulative learning and abiding interests.
That it should be organized to
function in such a way that the
pupil's powers in self respect,
self direction, social competence,
and finer inter personal relations will be challenged, engaged and mastered in a flexible
manner without pressure or
tension.
The enrichment program included
such areas of interest as Pre-First
Grc:.de Activities, Scouting for boys
and girls, Recreational reading, Art,
Music, Practical Arts, Excursions,
Recreation, and Fundamental skills.
The· personnel included nineteen
people with a student body of two
hundred-forty eight children.
Each pupil had the choice of en:rolling in as many as two areas
although some entered only one.
Pupils enrolled for excursions took
some other area while they were
not making excursions. The work
in each area was planned to disregard grade levels. The only exception was with the pre-first graders.
The chief function of the staff
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was to (1) start the action (2) encourage participation on the part of
all pupils; and (3) give some direction as to how successful accomplishment might be gained.
The general objectives of the
program were:
1. To give pupils the opportunity
of engaging in some activities not
possible during the regular term.
2. To offer instruction in skills
and guide pupils in activities in
which they can later engage without
supervision.
3. To give pupils opportunity to
grow with confidence and satisfaction through their work and play
with associates.
4. To learn skills in arts and crafts
as a medium for creative expression
in leisure time.
5. To use craft work as an objective medium for expression in
basic school subjects.
6. To gain background in the use
of common products of daily living.
7. To give first aid (remedial
work) to the retarded.
8. Orientation period for pre-first
graders.
9. To discover what things mean
by responding actively to them
(excursions and field trips).
10. Improvement of the quality of
recreation for children.
11. To give teachers the opportunity of gaining experience through
working with children in different
ways.
The program operated four hours
a day from 8: 00 a. m. to 12: 00 noon.
The time allotment was divided into
two periods of one hundred five
minutes each with a thirty minute
recess period.
The excursion group visited governmental, historical or business
places each day.
In the recreation group the activities included square dancing,
swimming and organized games.
The practical arts group learned
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cord, shakos, plumes and white I
shoes, blue and white gabardine,
shakos and white boots.
The chorus of 54 mixed voices
which meets daily for one hour has
varied activities and music. Beside
its local participation at general
programs, the churches, white
schools, etc,. it has performed at
both Fort Worth and Dallas during
the State Teachers Association. It
culminates its year's program by
rendering an annual program and
the Commencement music. This
year's high school department of
chorus and band will present a joint
concert on May 5th during Music
Week.
All in all the music in the Primary, Intermediate, Junior and
Senior High Departments are vital
to the progress and life of the Booker T. Washington School, and the ·
city of Wichita Falls, Texas.

to use the sewing machine,
garments, embroidered and
house shoes from scrap material.
The scouting groups camped out,
fished and made useful articles.
The art and handicraft group did
soap and wood carving, finger painting, and made useful articles from
salvaged materials.
In the music group they made
simple instruments, took piano lessons, and learned new songs and
dances.
The recreational reading group
enjoyed stories of their choice from
the library and dramatized many of
them.
The pre-first graders were acquainted with the school building
and orientated in what goes on during the regular term.
The culminating activity was an
"Open House" on the closing day
with exhibits, demonstrations, and
dramatizations from each area of
interest. Parents and friends in the
community attended.
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(3) Present speaker on topics
listed under 7b above.
(4) Allow time for general discussion.
(5) Begin informal organization
procedure:
(a) Present the plan for organization (as drawn up
by the above committee.)
(b) Call for a motion to organize.
(c) Appoint a constitution
committee of three or five
members, with one designated as chairman.
( d) Appoint a nominating
committee to prepare a
list of officers.
( e) Set the time for the formal organization meeting.
(6) The constit1,1tion committee
should be called together by
its chairman to draw up a
constitution for the association. It will be well to study
the constitutions of other local
associations and glean from
them points that might well
be included.
(7) The nominating committee
should study carefully the
duties and responsibilities of
officers before drawing up
their tentative slate of officers.
(8) While the constitution is being prepared, the temporary
chairman should not allow the
interest of the teachers to lag,
but should keep them informed of the progress of the organization.
The Formal Organization Meeting
The temporary chairman presides.
The minutes of the preliminary
mass meeting will be read by the
temporary secretary.
The constitution committee reports.
(1) The chairman of the constitution committee will report
on the work done by the committee.
(2) He will then read the proposTWENTY

CONSTITUTION
ARTICLE I.
Name and Purpose
Section 1-This organization shall
be known as the Colored Teachers
State Association of Texas, and its
purpose shall be to promote the progress of the education of Negroes in
the State of Texas.

ARTICLE II.
Local Units
Section 1- There is hereby authorized the formation of city, county
and district teachers associations as
affiliated units of the Colored Teachers' State Association of Texas.
Section 2-Any District Association may become an affiliated unit
of the CTSA by the payment of an
annual membership fee of $25.00.
The affiliation of city and county
units with the CTSA shall be accomplished only as they become affiliates of District Associations which
are members of the CTSA.

ARTICLE

m.

Membership and Fees
Section 1-Any teacher or friend
of education in the State of Texas or
any person who is desirous of fostering the interest of education shall be
eligible for either an Active or Assoed constitution and bylaws,
concluding with a formal motion for its adoption. (The
vote, however, is not taken
until after the constitution is
reread article by article and
agreed upon.
The constitution is adopted.
(1) The temporary secretary rereads each article of the constitution and bylaws, allowing
time for desired changes to be
discussed and voted upon.
(2) After the constitution and
bylaws are agreed upon, the
vote is taken on the constitution committee chairman's original motion to adopt the con:
stitution.
The officers are elected.
(1) The chairman of the nominat-

ciate Member of the Association. An
Active Member is one who has been
or is a teacher; and, an Associate
Member is one who is a friend and
interested in the cause of education.
Section 2-All Active Members of
this Association, except, Honorary
and Associate Members, shall be entitled to all the privileges of the Association, including the right to vote
and hold office.
Section 3-Members shall pay an
annual fee of $2.50 which includes
the price of official publication. Life
members in this Association will pay
$25. Honorary and Associate Members shall be chosen by the State
Association of Colored Teachers of
Texas and shall pay a fee of $1.00
annually.
Section 4-At the time of the payment of the membership fee, each
member shall be given the opportunity to designate the section or sections of the Association with which
he or she is, or otherwise shall be,
especially identified and the executive secretary shall record the name
of said section or sections, opposite
the name of the paying members on
the membership list of the Association and on the receipt issued the
said member.
Section 5--The year's membership
shall be counted as beginning with
ing committee submits the
slate of officers.
(2) Additional nominations are
received from the floor.
(3) The officers are elected in the
manner indicated in the constitution.
(4) The permanent officers replace the temporary ones.
(5) The president- appoints the
standing committees as indicated in the constitution. If he
so desires, the president may
hold his appointments until
later.
The meeting is opened for discussion.
(1) Proposals may be presented
for a program of action for the
program committee.
(2) Program emphasis for the
year should be decided.
Adjournment.
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the first of January and ending with
the thirty-first of December, of the
year in which it is paid.
ARTICLE IV.
Duties of Officers

Section 1-The officers of this Association shall consist of a president,
six vice-presidents, a secretary-treasurer, a general departmental secretary, an executive secretary, an assistant secretary and an auditing
committee of three members selected by the Executive Committee.
Section 2-The president shall
preside at all general meetings of the
Colored Teachers State Association
and shall, in cooperation with the
Executive Committee, have general
charge of all of the business of the
Association. He shall appoint all
standing and special committees unless otherwise directed by the Asso·ciation. He shall act as a member of
the Executive Committee and of the
Program Committee and as advising
editor of the publication of the Association. He shall aid in conducting
campaigns in the interest of the
adoption of measures, and shall actively represent the Association in
matters of school legislation. He shall
visit teachers' institutes and the associations in the interest of school
improvement, and for the purpose
of increasing the membership of the
Association. He shall have the right
to delegate to the executive secretary, or to any other officers or members, such of his duties as he may
desire them to perform.
Section 3-The vice-presidents
shall rank in accordance with their
numerical order. In the absence of
the president, his duties shall devolve upon each in the order named.
In the event of death or resignation
of the president, the vice-presidents
in the order named shall succeed to
the office of president. The first vicepresident shall be elevated to the
presidency of the Association at the
beginning of each fiscal year. A first
vice-president shall be elected annually to fill the vacancy of the elevated first vice-president.
Section 4- The duties of the general departmental secretary shall be
to cooperate with the president and
the Committee on Program in preparing the agenda for the annual sessions of the Association, and to superintend, under the direction of the
president, all of the sectional meetings, keeping record of attendance,
general interest and affectiveness
and transmitting to the executive

a
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secretary such of the facts as should
be preserved in the permanent records of the Association.
Section 5--The executive secretary shall be secretary to the Executive Committee and shall be elected
by it for a term of two years. Such
selection shall be subject to the confirmation of the Association. This
officer shall give such of his time to
the duties of his office as agreed upon with the Executive Committee of
the Association, and receive such
compensation as may be determined
by the Executive Committee of the
Association. The executive secretary
shall establish the Association headquarters in some city designated by
the Executive Committee of the Association, where he shall be provided
with such office equipment and clerical assistance as may be deemed
necessary in the judgment of the
Executive Committee, for the conduct, in an efficient way, of the business of the Association in accordance
with its instructions. In case there
is no executive secretary, his duties
shall be performed by the secretarytreasurer.
Section 6-The secretary-treasurer shall receive and issue receint for
all fees and other monies payable to
the Association and shall give indemnity bond annually in the sum
of 150 percent of total receipts of the
proceding year, including also the
amount of the permanent fund on
hand at the time the annual bond is
made. The said bond shall be approved by the president and Executive
Committee. The expense of taking
out this bond shall be paid from the
current fund of the Association. The
secretary-treasurer shall deposit all
monies received to the credit of accounts designated as follows:
1. The Current Fund of the Colored Teachers State Association of Texas
2. The permanent Fund of the
Colored Teachers State Association of Texas
3. The Emergency Fund of the
Colored Teachers State Association of Texas.
These three funds are to be deposited separately.
All current funds shall be disbursed by the secretary-treasurer on
voucher, warrants or checks that
shall bear the signature of both the
Secretary-Treasurer and the President of the Association. The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep on file a
complete list of receipted bills and
cancelled checks. The Secretary-

Treasurer shall record the annual
proceedings of the Association.
Section 7-The president and Executive Secretary and Chairman of
Membership Committee are hereby
constituted a committee on publicity
for the promotion of attendance and
membership, campaigns, etc., and
are hereby authorized to incur such
expenses for stationery, office help,
travel, postage, program attractions,
badges, etc., as may be provided in
the budget for such expenses. The
ballot box shall be turned over to
the election judge on the morning of
the first day of the annual meeting.
Section 8-Subject t o the approval of the Executive Committee, the
Secretary-Treasurer is hereby authorized to employ an official stenographer, who shall take the proceedinsg of the annual meeting and transcribe them for publication.
Section 9- The assistant secretary
shall assist in writing the proceedings of the annual meeting and tranAssociation, and aid the Executive
Secretary in the performance of
such duties as he may direct. Compensation for such services shall be
ten dollars ($10.00) per day.
ARTICLE V.

Advisory Council Executive
Committee

Section 1-The past presidents of
the Association shall constitute an
advisory council of the Association.
The Advisory Council shall give to
the Association the benefit of its experience and vision on all matters
affecting the policies and methods
of the Association, seeing to it that
the organization work among Negro
teachers in Texas shall follow a sane
and healthful course of progress.
Section 2- The Executive Committee shall consist of the president
of the Association; of the first vicepresident of the Association: of the
retiring president, who shall serve
for the year, after his term of office
as president, preside at the m eetings
of the committee. and act as Chairman; the secretary-treasurer and
eight other members of the committee, shall be elected by the Association. The term of office of members
of the Executive Committee, with
the exception of that of the president who shall serve only that time
he is president of the Association
and for one year following, shall be
for three years. The District Associations affiliated with the Colored
Teachers State Association shall ap•
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Committee. Vacancies on the Executive Committee, caused by resignation, death or other causes, shall be
filled by appointment by the president with the approval of the Executive Committee, such an appointed
member to serve until the next
meeting of the Association, when
such place shall be filled by election.
In the event of the absence of a
member from three consecutive
meetings of the committee, without
a legal excuse, his office shall be
declared vacant by the president and
such place shall be filled by appointment, with the approval of the Executive Committee, by the president
until the next meeting of the Association.
Section 3-The president of the
Association and the other members
of the Executive Committee shall
have general charge of the business
of the Association. This committee
shall receive and examine the annual financial report of the Association which shall be made by the
certified public accountant.
There shall be eight members of
the Executive Committee elected in
the annual meeting of the Association, whose term shall be staggered
in such a manner that two members
would be elected each year. Five
elected members and three members
of the District Association shall constitute a quorum at a regular or call
meeting.
Section 5-Nominations for all
elective officers and members of the
Executive Committee shall be made
from the floor of the convention on
the first day of the convention.
Section 6--The Executive Committee shall submit to the Association an annual report, in which
shall be incorporated an account of
the work of the committee during
the year and such judgment, it
would be wise, for the Association
to consider. It shall be the further
duty of the Executive Committee to
urge vigorously the adoption of
those policies which may receive the
formal sanction of the Association;
to memorialize the Legislature of
Texas in favor of such legislation as
the Association may have recommended, and to submit arguments in
favor of said legislation before the
committee on education in the Senate and in the House respectively.
Section 7- The Executive Committee shall after the adjournment
of the annual meeting of the Association determine the time and place
TWENTY-TWO
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d the next annual meeting of the
Association. Competing cities may
be nominated from the floor.
Section 8-The Executive Committee shall have the authority to
employ such field workers and such
office force, for the Colored Teachers
Association of Texas as the current
funds of the Association may permit,
and as, in its judgment, may be
needed for the efficient carrying on
of the activities of the Association.
Section 9-lt shall be the duty of
the Executive Committee to prepare
and present to the Association a
budget covering the estimated expense of operating the Association
for the fiscal year, and the same
to be published in the January issue
of the STANDARD.

ARTICLE VI.
Permanent and Current Funds

Section 1-The Current Fund of
the Colored Teachers State Association shall consist of all monies set
aside by the Executive Committee
to cover the annual budget and any
other gifts so designated and applied
by the Association.
Section 2-The Peimanent Fund
of the Association shall consist of all
excess funds at the close of the fiscal
year together with gifts which may
be designated for that purpose.
Section 3-The Secretary-Treasurer shall be custodian of the permanent fund and the investment and
disposing of this fund shall be directed by a Committee consisting of the
president, the Secretary-Treasurer,
and the Executive Secretary who
shall serve as chairman. The permanent fund of the Association shall
be invested only in such securities as
are approved by the Executive Committee.
Section 4-The Executive Committee may at its regular meeting,
order transferred from the Current
Fund all funds in excess of the Annual Budget requirements to the
Permanent Fund.
Section 5-The secretary-treasurer shall, on January 1 of each year,
make a report to the Executive Committee, and at the beginning of each
quarter year thereafter, as to all
amounts deposited to the credit of
the Permanent Fund. A certified
public accountant shall be eml)loyed
by the Association who shall audit
the accounts of both funds, making
his report to the chairman of the
board of trustees and his report shall
be published with the proceedings of
point one member to the Executive

the annual meeting of the Association.
Section 6--The president shall appoint annually a committee from
districts designated by the Executive
Committee, consisting of the executive committeemen of the district,
and four other members whose
duties it shall be to interest laymen
in the work of the Association and to
exert their best efforts to induce
such persons to join the Association
either as annual or life members.

ARTICLE VII.
Section 1-The publication of the
Colored Teachers' State Association
of Texas shall consist of a bulletin
known as the STANDARD which shall
be the official organ of the Association, and such bulletins, minutes,
programs, etc., as the Executive
Committee may direct. The publication shall be under the general direction of the Executive Committee.
The president shall be the advising
editor of the publication and the
executive secretary shall be the editor. The bulletin shall be issued at
least quarterly.

ARTICLE VIII.
Section 1-The Program Committee shall consist of the president as
Chairman and of the chairman of the
sections or departments of the Association.
Section 2-The president shall arrange the program of the general
sessions of the Association and shall
arrange the schedule for the sectional meetings. The president shall have
the authority to engage for the program such in-state and out-of-state
paid speakers for the Association as
the finances of the Association will
permit. Such speakers for the sectional meetings may be arranged
for by the president at the request
of the sectional leaders.
Section 3-The chairman of each
section or department shall arrange
the program of that section and shall
transmit such program to the president not later than the first of October preceding the annual meetings.
These programs should be so arranged as not to cover more than two
half-d'ly session5. No department or
section shall incur an expense of the
Association without first being authorized by the Executive Committee.
Section 4-It shall be the policy of
the Association to conduct an annual
musical literary program, featuring
exceptional talent both in and out
of the state. These programs shall
TEXAS STANDARD
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be directed each year by a competent person named by the president.
Section 5-Advanced copies of the
program of the annual meeting shall
be published not later than one
month before the meeting of the
Association.
ARTICLE IX.
Sections and Departments
Section 1-The department work
of the Association shall be divided
into the following sections: (a) Elementary, (b) High School, (c) Primary, (d) Principals, (e) Colleges,
(f) Home Economics and Extension
Department, (g) Parent Teachers,
(h) Health and Physical Education,
(i) Jeanes Workers, (j) Adult Education, (k) Vocational Education, (1)
Commercial and Business, (m) Rural Education, (n) Visual Instruction,
and such other departments as, in
the opinion of the Executive Committee may become necessary.
Section 2-The officers of each
section or department shall be a
chairman and a secretary-treasurer.
Each section or department shall
elect its own officers yearly. The
chairman and secretary-treasurer
shall perform the duties suggested
by their titles and shall serve as an
executive committee for the performance of the work of their section.
Section 3-Each section, by majority vote, may assess a special membership fee for its own section, such
fees to be in charge of its own secretary-treasurer to be disbursed at the
direction of its own chairman.
ARTICLE X.
Business Meetings and Elections

Section 1-The officers of this Association, with the exception of the
executive secretary, shall be elected
annually. No member of the Association residing in city where the session is held that year shall that year
be eligible to the office of first vicepresident.
Section 2- Nominations for elective officers shall be made from the
floor of the Association on the first
day of the annual convention.
Section 3-A committee on elections, composed of one person selected by each candidate for first vicepresident and one.member appointed
b:v the president of the Association,
who shall be Chairman of the Committe on Elections. The president
will have power to appoint others if
they are needed.
Section 4-The Committee on
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Elections shall be furnished an alphabetical list of members who have
paid their membership fees. As each
member presents his receipts to the
Election Committee and receives his
ballot, his name shall be crossed
from the list as a means of checking
possible duplications. Members who
have not registered at the convention shall not be allowed to vote. No
one shall vote by proxy.
Section 5-Ballot boxes or voting
machines wherever available, which
shall be furnished, shall be locked
before the voting commences and
shall be opened only by the Election
Committee which shall proceed to
count the votes and announce the
result. No person shall be allowed
in the voting room except for the
purpose of securing a ballot. The
ballot box shall open at 7: 00 A. M.
on the second day of the convention
and close at 7: 00 P. M. on the second
day of the convention and immediately at 7: 00 P. M . after the close
of the ballot box, the votes shall be
counted. The key or keys shall be
kept by the Executive Secretary.
Section 6-The main businses session of the ,A.ssociation shall occupy
the morning of the third day of the
convention, but important business
may, on two-thirds majority vote of
the convention, be transacted at any
general session.
Section 7-At any business session a quorum shall consist of not
fewer than one hundred (100) members assembled at the appointed
time and place.
ARTICLE XL
Committee on Cnrnmissions

Section 1-The president shall, in
consultation with the local teachers
organization, appoint committees in
charge of the local arrangements at
the city where the annual convention is held, and shall appoint the
following committees from the Associations at large:
Committee on Resolution
Committee on Constitution
Committee on Necrology
Committee on Findings
Committee on Educational Progress
Committee of Cooperation
Commissions
Inter-Racial Committee
All committees provided for above
shall be appointed before the annual
meeting of the Association and their
names published in the bulletin at
least one month before the annual
meeting.

Section 2- It shall be the duty of
the Committee on Resolution to invite through this bulletin, at the annual convention, suggestions as to
resolutions to be proposed for adoption at the convention. Resolutions,
however, may be offered by members from the floor.
Section 3-It shall be the duty of
the Committee on Constitution to
examine carefully the provisions of
the constitution of the Colored
Teachers State Association and to
propose to the Association, such
changes as it may deem advisable.
All changes in the constitution must
be presented to the Association not
late:r than the day preceding their
ado1-tion.
Section 4-It shall be the duty of
the Committee on Necrology to keep
a list of members whose deaths have
_o ccurred during the year, to make
a report, giving the names of such
members, and where it is desirable
to prepare memorial articles for
publication in the bulletin.
Section 5-The president shall appoint such other committees as may
become necessary.

ARTICLE XII.
Miscellaneous Pro'risiona
Section 1- Educational exhibits
may be held under the auspices of
the Association in conformity with
plans approved by the president and
the Executive Committee.
Section 2-The Constitution may
be amended at any business session
of the Association by a majority vote
of the members present provided
that the amendment shall be read to
the convention not later than the
day preceding its adoption.
Section 3-All provisions of this
Constitution shall be in effect immediately after adopting by the convention of the Colored Teachers
State Association of Texas.
Section 4-The subscription price
of the official publication of the Association shall be $1.00 annually and
may be purchased by any institution
or person not a memb.er of the Association.
Section 5- N o membership fee
other than those hereinbefore provided shall be accepted by the Association.
TH IS CONSTITUTION WAS
ADOPTED IN DALLAS, TEXAS
AT THE REGULAR ANNUAL
MEETING OF THE COLORED
TEACHERS ST ATE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS, NOVEMBER 22,
1948.
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